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Abstract—Widespread placement and high data sampling rate
of current generation of phasor measurement units (PMUs) in
wide area monitoring systems result in huge amount of data
to be analyzed and stored, making efficient storage of such
data a priority. This paper presents a generalized compres-
sion technique that utilizes the inherent correlation within PMU
data by exploiting both spatial and temporal redundancies.
A two stage compression algorithm is proposed using princi-
pal component analysis in the first stage and discrete cosine
transform in the second. Since compression parameters need to
be adjusted to compress critical disturbance information with
high fidelity, an automated but simple statistical change detec-
tion technique is proposed to identify disturbance data. Extensive
verifications are performed using field data, as well as simu-
lated data to establish generality and superior performance of
the method.

Index Terms—Data compression, phasor data concentrator,
phasor measurement units, wide area monitoring systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS WIDE area monitoring systems (WAMS) grow to mon-
itor large interconnected power systems, the number of

Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) has also been growing
rapidly. For example, in North America, after the initiation of
the Western Interconnection Synchrophasor Project (WISP),
the number of PMUs installed in the Western Electricity
Coordination Council (WECC) system has increased from 56
in 2005 to 584 till April 2015 [1], [2]. The WISP shares oper-
ational data with 97 participants over a secured wide area
network spanning the entire Western Interconnection [2] and
has over 77 Phasor Data Concentrators (PDCs). In WISP,
almost every PMU feeds data to a PDC. The detailed PMU
datas-flow and interconnections in North America are men-
tioned in [3]. The rapid increase in the number of PMUs,
higher sampling rate of the modern PMUs, and more stringent
criteria for system integrity violations are expected to result in
several fold expansion in the already large volumes of PMU
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data. As pointed out in [4], 100 PMUs having 20 measure-
ments at 30 Hz sampling rate generate over 50 GB of data in
one day. Higher sampling rate of 60 Hz or 120 Hz in modern
PMUs will increase this data volume to 100 GB or 200 GB
respectively. This means even larger volume of PMU data will
need to be stored in PDCs, or transmitted to Super PDCs. The
NERC PRC 002-2 [5] requires that the actual recorded dis-
turbance data be preserved for 10 calendar days. However, all
PMU data are finally archived by utilities. Archived data can
be used for purposes like model validation, testing new wide
area protection and control applications that use PMU data, or
training/testing disturbance classifiers typically used in system
visualization applications that are being commercialized.

Clearly, compression methods are necessary to archive
these data. Such methods essentially seek to maximize the
Compression Ratio (CR), and minimize the loss of data, which
is measured by certain error metrics. The parameters cho-
sen for any compression technique heavily depend on the
nature of the data. In case of PMU data, most of the data
will be relatively constant or slow-varying with overriding
noise, but in case of a disturbance the data will vary. The
speed and the nature of variation again depend on the type
of a disturbance. Therefore, any compression technique cho-
sen to compress PMU data with high fidelity should be able
to detect a disturbance and change the compression param-
eters for efficiently compressing any disturbance data, and
be robust enough not to be affected by noise in the data.
Validation of any approach should therefore encompass real
world data, including disturbance data corresponding to major
power system disturbances.

A lossless compression approach with slack referenced
encoding (SRE) is suggested for PMU data in [4], where the
voltage data are compressed with a maximum CR of 10.12.
This approach is heavily biased towards fidelity at the expense
of CR, and is not comprehensively tested. In [6] authors
have used wavelet packet transform (WPT) to compress the
PMU data resulting in a low CR of 2 with root mean square
error (RMSE) of 3.68 × 10−6. A comparative assessment of
standard compression algorithms has been presented in [7],
where szip algorithm is used to achieve a CR of 2.77 for
voltage data and 3.77 for frequency data, which are low val-
ues. In [8] an embedded zerotree wavelet based denoising and
compression method is introduced, but it lacks proper anal-
ysis, and doesn’t perform well for real PMU data. Recently,
a dimensionality reduction algorithm has been proposed by
Xie et al. [9] for PMU data utilizing principal component
analysis (PCA) subspace for detection of disturbances, but the
issue of compression is not adequately addressed. Another real
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time event detection and data archival scheme has been pro-
posed in [10], where PCA is used for event detection, and
least square curve fitting is used for compression. It reports a
relatively better CR of 63.3 for voltage data, but with a higher
normalized RMSE of 0.176 for steady state data. Moreover,
the CR reduces to 4 for the voltage data during a disturbance
event. This paper does not consider current and frequency data
which are also recorded by PMUs, and will have different
variations during disturbances. In addition, it uses data from
PMUs in a campus microgrid, and hence their method is not
tested extensively for large scale data from transmission sys-
tems, which have quite different disturbance patterns than a
microgrid. The aim of this paper is to propose a generalized
method that works with any number of PMUs and signifi-
cantly improves the CR while maintaining excellent fidelity,
and show the robustness of the method on extensive data from
field as well as from accurate simulations.

With the occurrence of a power system disturbance, mul-
tiple PMUs at different geographical locations are triggered
simultaneously, capturing various snapshots of the same event.
Therefore, it stands to reason that the parametric signatures of
all snapshots would be similar. Thus, correlation among multi-
ple local PMU data streams at the PDC can be exploited for the
compression of data. Exploiting this crucial property of PMU
data, in this work we use PCA to minimize the spatial redun-
dancy among data captured by multiple PMUs. We further
reduce temporal redundancies in the data by applying Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) on the principal coefficients (PCs). A method to choose
adaptive window length is developed to attain efficient com-
pression for both, normal as well as disturbance data. We
finally apply a classical lossless data compression technique on
the data that are already compressed using the above approach
to make the storage even more efficient.

II. METHODOLOGY

Let Pi(n) denote the measured voltage, frequency or cur-
rent data sample expressed in per unit at time index n
recorded by the ith PMU with a reporting rate of fs samples
per sec (sps). Let there be N number of PMUs in a geo-
graphical region, connected to one PDC. The block diagram
describing the proposed approach for compression is shown in
Fig. 1. The proposed method implements Statistical Change
Detection (SCD) to detect and isolate disturbance data. This
technique will be described in Section II-A. If no disturbance
is detected, a fixed data window W of 10 s is used. This value
is based on studies presented in Section II-B, which shows that
the 10 s window provides a good combination of data-fidelity
and CR for normal PMU data. If, however, a disturbance
is detected, continuously computed Statistical Variance (SV)
is used to select an appropriate W, which is used to cap-
ture the disturbance details with higher fidelity, although with
some reduction in CR. Then, data compression is achieved as
described in the previous paragraph of Section I. The following
subsections describe the processes within the block diagram
of Fig. 1. The performance indices for compression used in
this paper are CR (represents reduction in data) as defined

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of proposed PMU Data Compression Technique.

in (1), RMSE (represents error, or dissimilarity between origi-
nal and reconstructed data averaged over the length of dataset)
as defined in (2), and Maximum Absolute Deviation Error -
MADE (represents the worst case error at any sample point)
as defined by (3). These are widely accepted measures, and
together form a demanding compression metric.

CR = No

Nc
, (1)

where, Nc is the number of data points after compression, and
No is the number of data points in the original data.

RMSE =
√∑L

n=1

(
Pi(n) − P

′
i(n)

)2

L
, (2)

MADE = max
{∣∣∣(Pi(n) − P

′
i(n)

)∣∣∣} ; n = 1, 2, . . . L, (3)

where Pi(n) and P
′
i(n) are the original and reconstructed data

samples, respectively, from the ith PMU, and L is the length
of the data sequence. Note that Higher CR and lower errors
mean higher quality compression.

A. Statistical Change Detection

In order to preserve critical changes in PMU measurements
due to disturbances, a higher fidelity is needed. However, in an
automated environment, it is required to detect the inception
and duration of disturbances, so the fidelity can be enhanced
for that period. A statistical change detection (SCD) algo-
rithm is used for this purpose. Instead of using the standard
10 s window length, a variable window length that envelops
the full disturbance is used for compression of disturbance
data. The NERC PRC 002 disturbance triggering criteria [5]
recommends either of the following to detect a disturbance
i) frequency < 59.55 Hz or > 61 Hz, ii) rate of change of
frequency df /dt > 0.124 Hz/s, iii) Undervoltage trigger set no
lower than 85% of the normal operating voltage for a duration
of 5 seconds. These criteria are too conservative and capture
only major disturbances. Since we would like even the smaller
variations in PMU data to be preserved with higher fidelity,
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we select less conservative (more aggressive) trigger criteria
for voltage and frequency - voltage ≤ 99% of nominal volt-
age, frequency ≤ 59.94 Hz, or ≥ 60.06 Hz (meaning �f of
±0.1%). Disturbances contributing smaller variations in our
study were mainly capacitor switchings. These thresholds can
be relaxed for larger number of PMUs, since there is more
likelihood of a PMU being “electrically close” to any given
disturbance (discussed in Section III-B). It should be noted
that this choice can be left to the user; the method is not
affected by it.

Thus, Pi(n), the incoming sample n generated by
PMU i is declared a disturbance sample if the deviation
�(n)=|Pi(n) − μ(n)| falls outside our selected thresholds,
where μ(n) = 1

K

∑n−1
k=n−K Pi(k), which is the average value

of the measured parameter over the 10 s window before
disturbance. For PMUs with reporting rate of fs sps, K =
fs ∗ 10.

Once Pi(n) is declared a disturbance sample, we start mea-
suring the statistical variance (SV) of the disturbance samples
over a moving window of 3 cycles as per (4). SV is tracked
for the PMU that contributed data resulting in the largest
deviations from thresholds, in other words, for the PMU that
captured the strongest disturbance signatures.

SV(n) = 1

s

s−1∑
k=0

(Pi(n + k) − μ(n))2, (4)

where s is the number of samples inside the window over
which variance is calculated. For fs = 60 sps, s = 3; for
fs = 30 sps, the number is rounded to 2. The calculation
of variance starts when the window fills up with s samples
once the disturbance is detected, and the value of n in (4)
keeps increasing by one as the window slides one sample at a
time. The window length is based on the assumption that the
disturbance will last at least for 3 cycles. A user can choose
to reduce this based on the PMU reporting rate. For fs =
30 sps, which is the reporting rate of field data in our study,
there is just one sample every two cycles; hence this choice.
It should be noted that in case a disturbance lasts less than 3
cycles, the choice will be conservative, and will still capture
the disturbance with higher fidelity.

Disturbance is considered over when all samples (s) in the
moving window fall below the trigger threshold. Thus, the
SV threshold which will indicate the termination of distur-
bance window would be s×0.012

s = 10−4 pu for voltage, and
s×0.0012

s = 10−6 pu for frequency. The voltage and frequency
data of a recorded event and the selection of disturbance win-
dows based on this logic are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The
light vertical lines are the fixed 10 s window, whereas the
thick vertical lines show the data window selected by SCD.

B. Principal Component Analysis

PCA transforms the coordinates of the multidimensional
data in Rd such that the data are expressed in terms of d new
principal axes, arranged in the order of decreasing variance.
PCA has the ability to reveal hidden dynamics underlying a
complex dataset by identifying the data as a linear combi-
nation of new basis vectors or PCs. The first PC of a given

Fig. 2. The light vertical lines represent the fixed 10 s window and the thick
vertical lines show the data window selected by SCD.

Fig. 3. The light vertical lines represent the fixed 10 s window and the thick
vertical lines show the data window selected by SCD.

set of correlated variables encodes the maximum variance of
the data, and is a linear combination of the variables having
the maximum variability among all linear combinations. The
second PC defines the next largest amount of variation not
accommodated by the first PC, and is orthogonal to the first
PC. Thus, dth PC has the least contribution to the data. Some
of these PCs contributing to small variation of the data are
neglected to achieve dimensionality reduction.

PCs can be calculated by determining the orthogonal eigen-
vectors of the data covariance matrix [9]. Each PMU records
(M = T × Fs) data samples for each variable in a duration
of T seconds with a sampling rate of Fs samples per seconds.
Then the streaming data from N PMUs for each variable can
be expressed as a data matrix DM×N . The typical variables
measured by PMUs are voltage phasors, current phasors, fre-
quency, and rate of change of frequency (ROCF). For any
measurement variable, the data matrix is expressed as:

DM×N =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

P1(1) P2(1) · · · PN(1)

P1(2) P2(2) · · · PN(2)
...

...
. . .

...

P1(M) P2(M) · · · PN(M)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
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The data matrix DM×N is normalized according to (5).

XM×N = DM×N − DMM×N

DSM×N
(5)

Where DMM×N and DSM×N are the sample mean and stan-
dard deviation matrix whose elements are calculated according
to (6) and (7).

DM(n) =
∑M

m=1 D(m, n)

M
(6)

DS(m, n) =
√∑M

i=1(D(i, n) − DM(n))2

M
(7)

where n = 1, 2, . . . , N, and m = 1, 2, . . . , M.
The next step in PC calculation is to compute a sam-

ple covariance matrix (CM) V of dimension (N × N)

according to (8).

VN×N = XTX (8)

The eigenvectors of the sample CM arranged in decreas-
ing order of their eigen values or variances are the PCs.
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be computed using Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) of the normalized data matrix
X or eigen value decomposition (EVD) of the covariance
standardized data matrix V . The EVD of V is expressed as:

VN×N = EYET , (9)

where E is a (N × N) matrix consisting of the eigen vectors
or PCs and Y is a (N × N) diagonal matrix with the diagonal
values representing the variances of the respective PCs.

The goal is to discard PCs with relatively less variance with-
out loss of critical information. There are two major challenges
to be addressed here: (i) What should be the criteria for dis-
carding the insignificant PCs? (ii) What should be the window
length or duration of PMU data stream to be processed at a
time?

The first question is answered by selecting minimum num-
ber of PCs such that the reconstruction errors are significantly
low. One approach is to fix a threshold value for PC and reject
the PCs falling below it, but the choice of such a threshold
strongly depends on the nature of the data, and the number
of PMUs. Therefore, we choose the first Q number of PCs
such that the root mean square error (RMSE) between the
reconstructed and original sequences remains less than 10−4

and MADE remains less than 10−2 pu, which are quite strin-
gent limits. For example, Fig. 2(a) and 3(a) show the original
and the reconstructed data with these error thresholds for a
recorded event. Clearly, the performance is excellent for nor-
mal as well as disturbance data. RMSE and MADE are tied to
the normalized cumulative variance of the preserved PCs. Let
λi represent the eigen value or variance corresponding to the
ith PC, the normalized cumulative variance (�) is expressed

as: � =
∑Q

i=1 λi∑N
i=1 λi

. We observed that for RMSE to be less than

10−4 and MADE to be less than 10−2 pu, � ≥ 0.8 for normal
data, and � ≥ 0.95 for the disturbance data.

Answer to the second question involves a trade off between
window length and compression ratio, because a longer data

TABLE I
EXECUTION TIME AND CR

window length will require higher computations, more mem-
ory, and longer execution time, thus affecting the near real-
time processing capabilities. In contrast, a small data window
does not result in a good compression ratio. A comparison
of the average execution time and the CR for various lengths
of data windows for our field data is presented in Table I.
Based on this comparison, a data window length (W) of 10 s
appears as a good trade-off. However, the fixed window width
is employed for the signal segment under normal conditions.
While processing disturbance data we propose an adaptive
window length based on statistical change detection, explained
in Section II-A.

C. Temporal Redundancy Minimization

PCA carries out a linear transform on the PMU data on
to a reduced dimension subspace. The resulting significant
PCs can be interpreted as equivalent PMU data. Therefore,
temporal redundancy among time samples in individual PMU
data is also expected to be reflected in PCs. Motivated by
this, we propose to apply compression algorithms meant for
minimizing redundancy among samples in a time series on
the PCs. In this work we evaluated the performance of two
widely accepted algorithms used in data compression litera-
ture; DCT [11], [12] and DWT [13], [14]. DCT is an integer
transform which converts the data into a transform domain
in terms of cosinusoid basis functions. The transform domain
is generally sparse with some coefficients having relatively
small magnitude and carrying negligible information. These
insignificant coefficients can be neglected based on a thresh-
old value without affecting fidelity. The DWT maps the data
onto a transform domain, but offers a large number of basis
functions or wavelets to choose from. The sparsity of the data
in the transform domain is decided by the chosen basis func-
tion. We evaluated a large number (90 types) of wavelet basis,
including members of basic Haar, Daubechies, and Symlets
wavelet families, and found that the db1 wavelet to be the most
suitable.

As in the case of PCA, cumulative energy based thresh-
olds were used for discarding insignificant DWT and DCT
coefficients. If Ck(i) denotes the ith DWT or DCT coeffi-
cient, the cumulative energy contained in the first Lc coef-
ficients (starting from the largest coefficient) is calculated as∑Lc

i=1 |Ck(i)|2. The normalized cumulative energy is expressed

as ν =
∑Lc

i=1 |Ck(i)|2∑
∀i |Ck(i)|2 . In order to keep RMSE and MADE within

the limits, the threshold values of ν ≥ 0.9 for normal data and
ν ≥ 0.95 for disturbance data had to be selected.
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TABLE II
COMPRESSION OF FIELD PMU DATA WITH SCD AND PCA

TABLE III
COMPRESSION OF FIELD PMU DATA WITH SCD, PCA AND DWT

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Performance on Field Data

The compression performance of the proposed approach was
first evaluated with field data obtained from four PMUs placed
at 345 kV buses, and owned by a utility in the U.S. A total of
1582 disturbance records were available spanning the period
from 2007 to 2010. Each record contained data-streams for
voltage magnitude & angle, current magnitude & angle, and
frequency, all recorded at 30 frames per second (fps). Each
record is of 3-minute duration, containing 55 s of pre disturbance
and 125 s of post disturbance data. The physical locations of
the PMUs, data acquisition, and pre-processing to remove bad
data is discussed in [15]. These data were compressed using
the SCD based adaptive windowing strategy and thresholds for
PCA, DWT, and DCT as explained in Section II.

Compression performance after the first stage - PCA with
SCD - is shown in Table II for data sequences corresponding to
different measurements. Each data sequence is a concatenation
of 1582 3-minute long field-recorded files as mentioned earlier.
It can be seen that the overall compression of these sequences
have moderate CR with errors significantly below the targeted
value. This is because the number of PCs is an integer, so the
choice results in � greater than the targeted thresholds.

To illustrate the improved performance after the second
stage of compression, the compression performance obtained
with combined SCD, PCA, and DWT is summarized in
Table III, and the performance with SCD, PCA, and DCT is
summarized in Table IV. Clearly, the compression with DCT
outperforms the compression with DWT, and is hence rec-
ommended. While the RMSE and MADE remain in more or
less the same low range, the increase in CR is substantial.
An important observation from the results is that compres-
sion ratio is not the same for all variables. This makes sense
because the variations in different parameters are different in
magnitude and duration due to the physics, resulting in differ-
ent volumes of disturbance data to be compressed. This aspect
has not been highlighted in published literature.

TABLE IV
COMPRESSION OF FIELD PMU DATA WITH SCD, PCA AND DCT

Fig. 4. The original and the reconstructed voltage waveforms with (a) fixed
window, (b) SCD.

In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
SV based disturbance detection and adaptive window (SCD),
we illustrate in Fig. 4 the reconstructed waveforms when
a) data were compressed by PCA and DCT with a fixed
10 s window, and b) data were compressed by SCD, PCA,
and DCT. Clearly, the compression performance is compara-
ble for steady state data, where the variations are minimal,
but the fixed window approach loses crucial information dur-
ing the sharp disturbance. The waveform shown here is taken
from field data.

Fig. 5 demonstrates the reconstruction performance for a
sample voltage and frequency dataset recorded by a field
PMU during an event, when SCD-PCA-DCT is used for com-
pression. It shows that not only the crucial variations in the
disturbance data are preserved with excellent fidelity, but the
noise in the waveforms is also reduced (not eliminated). The
PCA maps the spectrally correlated observations into uncor-
related PCs, so discarding some insignificant PCs results in
limited noise suppression. The filtering properties of DCT and
DWT are well known.

B. Performance on Simulated Data

Since the proposed method exploits spatial correlation of
multiple PMUs capturing the same event, it should perform
better with a larger number of PMUs. The field PMU data has
only four PMUs connected to a PDC. However, the number
of PMUs and PDCs have significantly increased over the last
few years as quantified in Section I. Some commercial PDCs
offer capacity for integrating up to 40 PMUs. Therefore, it is
important to examine how the proposed method performs with
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Fig. 5. The original and the reconstructed disturbance waveforms recorded
by a PMU corresponding to (a) voltage and (b) frequency.

a larger number of PMUs. As can be seen from the descrip-
tion of the proposed methodology in Section II, the method
is general, and can accommodate any number of PMUs for
choosing the significant PCs.

In addition, the field data might not have included all the
possible major types of disturbances, as they were gener-
ated by the NERC PRC 002 disturbance triggering criteria as
described in Section II-A. The field data had confirmed labels
corresponding to only three types of disturbances - fault, gen-
eration loss, and line tripping. It is worthwhile to verify the
compression performance for other major disturbance types
encountered in power systems.

To address these factors, we simulated equivalent PMU data
in General Electric’s positive sequence loaf flow (PSLF) soft-
ware using the WECC power system model corresponding to
summer 2009. Guided by the actual PMU location map [3],
we simulated 10 PMU-measurements at different geographical
locations around New Mexico and Arizona to record voltage &
current phasors, and frequency. In total, 385 disturbance files
were created comprising of equal number of faults (FLT), gen-
eration loss (GNL), load switching (LS) on/off, shunt capacitor
switching (SHC) on/off, shunt reactor switching (SHR) on/off,
synchronous motor switching (SMS) off, and series capacitor
switching (SRC) on/off. Typical waveforms corresponding to
most of these disturbances can be found in [16]. Each file, like
the field data, was 3-minute long, with 55 s of pre-disturbance
data. But in this case, the sampling rate was kept 60 fps,
consistent with the new generation of PMUs. Based on ref-
erence [9], we added 92 dB additive white Gaussian noise
to the simulated data to mimic real world PMU data. Since
the method has been shown to reduce noise in field data,
a different noise value should not affect the results. These
files were subjected to compression using the SCD-PCA-DCT
technique with same implementation as that for field data.
While using the SCD to detect disturbances, it was found that

TABLE V
COMPRESSION OF SIMULATED PMU DATA WITH SCD AND PCA

capacitor switchings had the smallest variations. However, if
they occurred “electrically nearer” to a PMU, the variations
in that PMU data were larger. This means that the distur-
bance detection thresholds can be relaxed for larger number
of PMUs. Our choice has been made conservatively for the
actual PMU-placements in the New Mexico and Arizona area
of the WECC system.

The compression performance for simulated data for dif-
ferent disturbance types is summarized in TABLE V and
TABLE VI. Representative original (black) and reconstructed
(red) waveforms of voltage and frequency for some of the dis-
turbances are shown in Fig. 6 – 9 to visually demonstrate the
compression and filtering performance.

C. Discussion of Compression Performance

Comparison of TABLE II and TABLE V clearly shows the
performance of PCA improves significantly with larger spatial
correlation that comes from larger number of PMUs (10 for
simulated data, and 4 for field data). TABLE VI shows that
DCT enhances this performance further. Thus, the proposed
method promises better compression performance as the num-
ber of PMUs increase. Note again that the CR is different for
different parameters, because they register different variations
for the same disturbance event.

D. Applying Standard Lossless Compression Algorithms

Performance comparison of some standard lossless com-
pression algorithms on PMU data is presented in [7], which
indicated very low CR. We chose to apply some widely used
lossless compression algorithms described in [17] that tar-
get floating point data. These algorithms mainly use entropy
coding for compressed binary representation of the data. We
considered 7-zip compressor which has the option for a dictio-
nary compression scheme named Lempel-Ziv-Markov Chain
Algorithm (LZMA), DEFLATE based on LZ77 & Huffman
coding, bzip2 based on Burrow-Wheeler’s block sorting algo-
rithm & Huffman Coding, and a version of non-dictionary
prediction by partial matching (PPM) scheme named PPMd
algorithm [18]. To evaluate the compression performance, the
actual number of bytes required for storing the data in a
hard disk was calculated. The compression ratio considering
physical memory requirements is expressed as:

CRPM = Physical storage required for raw data

Physical storage required for compressed data
(10)
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE ON COMPRESSING SIMULATED PMU DATA

Fig. 6. The original and reconstructed (a) voltage and (b) frequency
waveforms during loss of generation.

Fig. 7. The original and the reconstructed (a) voltage and (b) frequency
waveforms during switching off of load.

Fig. 8. The original and the reconstructed (a) voltage and (b) frequency
waveforms during Shunt capacitor switching off.

The field PMU data files were stored in comma separated
variable (CSV) format, in a Personal Computer with NTFS
File System under Windows 7 operating system. Physical
storage requirement was recorded from the stored folder prop-
erties. After applying compression, the storage required by
the compressed files was also recorded from the folder prop-
erties. The comparison of CRPM on raw field PMU data
with standard lossless compression algorithms is presented
in TABLE VII. We further applied these standard algorithms
on the compressed coefficients obtained using our proposed
SCD-PCA-DCT approach. The resulting CRPM are presented

Fig. 9. The original and the reconstructed (a) voltage and (b) frequency
waveforms during series capacitor switching on.

TABLE VII
CRPM OF FIELD PMU DATA WITH STANDARD ALGORITHMS

TABLE VIII
CRPM OF FIELD PMU DATA WITH STANDARD ALGORITHMS

APPLIED ON THE COMPRESSED DATA

in TABLE VIII. It can be concluded from these tables that
the standard lossless compression techniques in addition with
the proposed compression approach significantly reduces the
physical storage requirements. TABLE VIII shows that LZMA
and bzip2 perform well overall, with LZMA having a slight
edge. The overall reduction in physical storage requirement
while storing all the PMU data (voltage, current, and fre-
quency) was observed to be 1 − 1

31.39 = 96.8% with CRPM =
31.39, which shows notable compression performance.
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IV. IMPLEMENTABILITY

The average running times of the compression and decom-
pression techniques when implemented in MATLAB for a
3-minute data file were observed as 0.33 s and 0.41 s respec-
tively. As most of the disturbances last for less than 10 s,
the maximum length of data stored in the buffer is 10 s,
which takes an average of 0.018 s for compression and storage.
However, a dedicated and optimized executable implementa-
tion can result in much smaller running time. Therefore the
proposed algorithm does not consume excessive time.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper develops a data compression method based on
physics-based assumptions of spatial and temporal redundan-
cies existing in WAMS data recorded by multiple PMUs. First
a criterion to detect and capture data corresponding to a power
system disturbance is laid out based on the NERC PRC 002
standard, which can be applied to system dynamics result-
ing from any disturbance. The compression methods - PCA
to exploit spatial redundancy and DCT to exploit temporal
redundancy - themselves are independent of the operating
conditions, in the sense that their performance is dictated
by two error bounds that are widely accepted and used in
data compression across many domains. However, thresholds
need to be set to preserve the energy (reflected in PCs or
DCT-coefficients) in the compression methods such that the
reconstruction errors remain within bounds. These thresholds
are set by comprehensive testing over a large set of data. The
data consist of field data and high fidelity simulation data gen-
erated using PSLF - a state of the art software used in industry.
Therefore, the suggested thresholds have a high degree of cred-
ibility and generality across different operating conditions. The
compressed data using PCA and DCT are further subjected to
lossless floating point compression via LZMA algorithm to
reduce physical memory requirement. The proposed compres-
sion technique is general, and hence can be applied to a PDC
fed from any number of PMUs, and does not need any modi-
fications if this number changes during operation. It is shown
that the current trend of increase in the number of PMUs will
make the compression even better. The compression results are
significantly better than those reported in literature. The low
computation time of the compression and decompression algo-
rithms illustrate the near real-time adaptability of the proposed
approach.
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